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abstract
Wisp Technologies (part of Neovate) is focused on the development of  the next 
generation AI Assistant akin to J.A.R.V.I.S in Iron Man. The Wisp platform will 
be launched from Kuala Lumpur, and from thereon expanding across Asia, 
Middle East, and Europe, providing the functionality in localized languages and 
accents to millions of households. This Information Memorandum details the 
vision, technology, business plan, financial projections, and team. 
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Indoor plumbing revolutionized 
people’s lifestyle, allowing a 
massive hygiene and productivity 
leap when people stop lining up at 
local wells and faucets.

Explosion of household appliances 
turned people’s lives to a new level of 
civilized being, with small and large 
durable products �lling every home, 
supplied by di�erent manufacturers 
and using di�erent controls.

Distributed central power meant 
electricity in every home, paving 
the way for a new lifestyle of 
convenience and allowed for the 
�rst air conditioners, elevators, and 
indoor electrical lighting.

Appliances have become 
smarter and more 
advanced, but no 
fundamental change in 
lifestyle as every device is 
either closed on itself or 
enhanced as “smart” but 
with proprietary interface, 
no integration.

Sci-Fi movies have depicted characters controlling everything in 
their environment with their natural voice and gestures, talking to an 
intelligent computer entity that listens, understands, and responds 
contextually. There is an AI assistant that does whatever the owner 
asks. People don’t have to manually operate their thermostat or set 
the oven to preheat; they simply ask their AI to book the ball court, 
order take out, read their messages, pay their bills, and set the oven 
so they can carry on with their lives.

evolution of civilized living
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For decades , our homes have remained more or
less the same. Our phones have evolved from the size of bricks 
to small powerhouses full of advanced technology, yet our 
homes haven’t evolved much for over 50 years. Our TVs have 
become slimmer, air conditioners more efficient and the sound 
quality of our speakers has improved, but nothing truly spectac-
ular has happened with our style of living.
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But we are stuck in the same home lifestyle as in the 60’s, turning the 
lights on and off with a flip of a mechanical switch, working a com-
plex TV remote control, not knowing what half of the buttons do, 
while we ignore most of the oven’s features when we heat up dinner, 
and clean up mostly using outdated tools. Where is the promised 
land?

evolution of phone technology

1965 1985 1999 2018

20 YEARS 14 YEARS 19 YEARS

53 YEARS

1965 2018

evolution of home technology
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The idea of advanced living has been floating around under the concept of Smart 
Homes for quite some time, but the designs and developments have fallen far 
short of humanity’s aspirations. The Smart Home is limited by the ultra-competi-
tive appliance manufacturers who all stick to their proprietary systems and sepa-
rate interfaces, and resist standardized and unified controls, which would make 
users’ lives easier. They are also limited in scope, and offer very little aside from 
working the most basic features of those expensive so-called “smart” appliances.

While most industries are evolving rapidly, the property industry is lagging 
behind. Traditional property developers adhere to established standards and shy 
away from integrating complex systems that may be difficult to maintain. Projects 
are also often limited by their financing structures, where mortgage and banking 
support focus on the structural aspects of construction while ignoring lifestyle 
enhancing technologies, which makes building innovative properties very low on 
property developers’ priorities.
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Most homeowners find it extremely difficult to connect all of the appliances and 
lifestyle aspects to one interface from which the user is able to control everything 
in their home and life.  

Current individual AI technologies are more powerful than most people realize, 
but they’ve not yet been integrated to utilize their full potential, and “smart 
speakers” currently being offered lag far behind their movie analogues. We can 
ask a smart speaker for simple things, like the weather forecast, or to do a quick 
Google search, or turn on one specially designed light rack, but more sophisticat-
ed requests are out of the picture.
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Smart Home systems offered today also come with a lengthy user manual and a 
limited range of functionality. Even with voice activated systems, users must 
memorize specific commands and even the slightest of alterations can cause the 
system to respond “I don’t understand” or “I can’t help with that.” The current 
state of virtual assistants leaves users in a state of frustration, rather than in com-
fort and a sense of empowerment.
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The market demand and desire for conversational AI definitely exists. Amazon’s 
simpler assistant, Alexa, was reported to have generated billions in revenue in 
2018, leading to a massive valuation spike for Amazon shares on earnings 
report. Sales of the system ‘far outpaced projections’.  According to a new 
market report on the home automation market, published by Transparency 
Market Research, the global home automation market is projected to reach 
$116.26 billion USD by 2026 . 

By far the largest consumer desire is ‘seamless connectivity’, with over 75% of 
users hungry for such a feature set. Bain & Company projects AI and IoT reve-
nues of $470BN by 2020.   

2017

2026

$64.67

$116.26

prices in billion US dollars

Mark Zuckerberg, on building a personal home controller based on AI

“In general, I’ve found we use these more 
open-ended requests more frequently than 

more specific asks. No commercial products I 
know of do this today, and this seems like a big 

opportunity.”

Premiere firm Juniper Research reports a “huge opportunity” for voice assistants 
that control home features. As a proxy of the larger market, the AI security sector 
alone is projected to rise from $12BN to $45BN by 2023 - a 260% jump.  But the 
major problem they found was fragmentation, with different vendors unable to 
cross-connect. 

Although there is a great demand for such solutions, no product has been able to 
fill this market. Companies like Google and Amazon have developed smart speaker 
assistants for their platforms that excel at their specific tasks, but are unable to do 
much outside their particular purposes.

Source: Transparency Market Research, Home Automation Market 2018

Market Analysis
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The growth trajectory of buyers for Voice Assistant systems, according to Gartner, 
is expected to grow to 75% of US households, which is over 10 times the 2017 
penetration rate of 7% of US households. 

Additionally, these solutions are all focused on the North American and European 
markets, neglecting vast regions like Asia. None of these systems give enough con-
sideration to low latency connectivity, accents, languages and integration with 
local services. These are key buyer considerations in our market.

Q1 2017

Q4 2020

7%

75%

US households with Smart Speakers
Source: Gartner, Edison Research 2017
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Despite this, China experienced a doubling of their own smart speaker sales (pri-
marily Alibaba and Xaiomi) from Q1 to Q3 of 2018, in just 6 months. The Asian 
market appears to have a strong desire for this tech. Baidu’s new low-cost model 
sold 10,000 units in less than 2 minutes of launch. Pent-up demand was clearly 
high.

According to McKinsey Global , Artificial Intelligence is a key economic driver and 
will remain so for decades.  AI innovators stand to gain potentially double the 
returns over the next decade versus companies that fail to implement AI solutions.

This evolution of the market appears inevitable - many of the largest companies on 
the planet are working on their stand-alone versions. With the ongoing parabolic 
rise in voice-assisted devices, it is no surprise that Google, Amazon, and Apple all 
have the highest priority for developing their voice assistant platforms. These are 
the most innovative, successful companies on Earth, so this market focus forms a 
powerful proxy measure for the future of the market. The Neovate team wants to 
use that powerful market energy, tapping into the desires of the market, and 
finding the best sector and the best conditions to ride that energy for success.

We want the next phase of modern life. We 
want to feel relaxed and in control, not 

having to deal with user manuals and voice 
command assistants which don’t understand 

what we mean. 
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Wisp is a fully conversational artificial intelligence assistant for the modern day 
home. Fully integrated and connected with our homes as well as with service 
providers inside and outside the building, Wisp provides us with a truly freeing 
experience of the next stage of civilized living. It combines connected devices, 
artificial intelligence and machine learning to create an ecosystem of ‘integrated 
living’ available in the open market to end users, homeowners and property 
developers.

Conversational
AI

Integrated with
your living space

Contextualized
conversation

Gesture and
presense tracking

Voice and facial
recognition

Interface with third 
party service provider

Machine
learning

Secure
environment

Natural language
understanding

Wisp allows us to interact with our living space (lights, temperature, entertain-
ment, kitchen appliances, security systems, etc.), the building’s facilities (the prop-
erty manager, security desk, parking services, etc.), and a variety of the city’s local 
services (booking a conference hall, reserving a table at the café, calling for a taxi 
service or Uber, order from restaurants and grocery stores, etc.).

All of this can be done through regular conversational speech or simple hand 
gestures. Wisp doesn’t require specific memorized commands to understand 
what you want; it is able to understand natural human language, and comprehend 
open-ended requests. Under the hood, Wisp converts all of the spoken language 
into contextual intent, and our own “temporal awareness”, which the underlying 
system is able to process. It draws all the necessary instructions from regular 
speech, connects with relevant resources and executes the desired task.

Enter Wisp
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Wisp embodies the persona of a pixie that assists us around our living spaces – 
warm and inviting, yet competent and capable of taking care of our needs. It is con-
stantly evolving, learning to interpret new ways we ask different questions. It rec-
ognizes the user by their voice and remembers their personal preferences. By con-
stantly updating its database about each of us, our preferences and habits, Wisp 
becomes more and more proficient in providing personalized assistance to each 
and every one of us.

Wisp understands our needs and lifestyle. The system offers sophisticated, con-
textualized conversations and actions built on learned approaches of your identi-
ty, historical data, profile and, most importantly, intent. The more context Wisp 
can understand, the better it can handle your open-ended requests. Its machine 
learning capability allows it to develop over time. It also knows whether you are 
talking to it or to someone else.

The auditory and visual interactions (sounds, colours, shapes, etc.) are carefully 
crafted and adjusted, creating an optimized user interface. Through facial recogni-
tion, presence tracking and ability to capture gestures through an advanced hand 
tracking technology, it understands when you point or wave your hand, indicating 
to close the drapes, dim the lights, or lower the volume of the song playing.
All of that is combined with a secure environment comprising data encryption and 
privacy settings, allowing users a safe and seamless interface.
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你好
வணக்கம்

selamat
sejahtera

The core differentiator with Wisp is the ‘Natural Language’ proficiency. 
Most virtual assistants that have been created are quite efficient in 
understanding commands that have been pre-programmed or clarified 
to them. They are able to carry out tasks in their narrow range of func-
tionality, but none are proficient at truly understanding natural human 
language.

Most of those assistants have limitations in terms 
of functionality, and linguistic and accent recogni-
tion. Users are forced to use specific commands 
to which the assistant responds, and alterations to 
these commands usually result in an “I don’t 
understand” or “I can’t help with that” response. 
Our highest priority is to eliminate that outcome.

“can you 
get me a 
pizza?”

Wisp is user trainable and self-teaching. 
You are able to gradually train Wisp on 
your preferred word choices, habits and 
patterns, creating a more efficient and 
natural interaction. Statements such as: 
“Can you play “Friends” on TV? This is 
my favorite comedy by the way.” allows 
Wisp to store your preference for that 
show, begins to establish a pattern that 
you watch your shows on the main TV 
set in the living room, allows it to classify 
“Friends” as a comedy.
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You can then evolve your command to “Play my comedy”, and Wisp will understand 
what you mean, and if you ask for a specific language subtitles, it will remember. 
Wisp is able to do this by writing these patterns in decision tree programming 
on-the-fly, storing it into your profile, growing your customizations and effectively 
knowing you better. This is Wisp’s machine learning capability. As it becomes more 
skilled in recognizing these aspects, it becomes more personal and flexible, it is 
able to follow natural language effortlessly, and will assist us without causing 
inconvenience.

Such an AI - with natural language capabilities and life-wide applicability - is a 
major software development project. For us humans, natural language seems logi-
cal, but as you break it down, there are numerous aspects that are incomprehensi-
ble to computers. Through a process of Natural Language Understanding, Wisp 
overcomes these challenges.
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Wake Word Detection – Wisp is activated by saying the wake word, which by 
default is “Hey, Wisp,” but it also accepts variations that can be customized by you. 
The wake word is necessary only at the beginning of a conversational dialogue, 
unlike most current solutions that don’t have such continuity. This is established by 
what we call “temporal awareness,” the ability to follow the sequence of communi-
cation and its context, and refer to an earlier portion of the exchange as part of the 
context.

Analyze the command to pull relevant information – users can verbalize their ques-
tion in many different ways.
a. “I’d like to have a pizza for dinner.”
b. “Order a thin-crust meat-lovers with a diet coke, please.”
c. “Can I get a Domino’s?”

All of these statements are for ordering a pizza, but all of 
them are asked differently.

Speaker Identity Recognition – Wisp identifies the speaker. This allows it to identi-
fy individual preferences and provide a personalized approach. In addition, this also 
ensures security for the owner, making sure that visitors won’t be able to access 
the owner’s personal information or place orders in their name. It can also be used 
for parental control, ensuring that small children won’t be able to control danger-
ous hardware, like ovens.

Natural Language Understanding – Using specific keywords spoken by you, Wisp 
draws the necessary conclusions, determining exactly what you meant by that 
command. All of the above commands to order a pizza hold various pieces of infor-
mation that need to be gathered.

a. “I’d like to have a pizza for dinner” – Intent of ordering food, One pizza, at dinner-
time on that day, not specified what type or from which restaurant. Wisp will con-
tinue the dialogue to determine these variables unless the profile has specific pref-
erences already built in. Wisp will be evolving from confirming these preferences, 
to later on carrying out the command right away without the need to reconfirm 
established patterns.

b. “Order a thin-crust meat-lovers with a diet coke, please” – Intent of ordering food,
one thin-crust meat-lovers pizza with a diet coke, restaurant not specified. Menu 
details and preferences if present will allow Wisp to decide which restaurant, and 
it will also remember this order for the future as a growing preference.

c. “Can I get a Domino’s” – Intent of ordering one pizza from Domino’s, type not
specified. Wisp will make suggestions based on previous orders, and remember 
Domino’s choice as a restaurant.

page 13
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This is how Wisp learns and evolves, as it recognizes patterns, preferences and cor-
rective choices, it constantly updates your profile. This ability to build its profile 
database and update preferences is what machine learning empowers Wisp with; 
it’s what makes Wisp what it is.

Connect with corresponding appliances/services – upon understanding the com-
mand, Wisp connects with the necessary resources or services that are needed to 
complete the task and fulfills the command.

Eventually,  Wisp  will  connect  and  unify  our  living environment,  simplifying 
tasks and decision making, providing us with individualized assistance, and becom-
ing the true life assistant that we aspire for.

Dental appointment: check your calendar, remind 
you of the appointment in the morning, reconfirm 
half an hour before your required time to leave 
based on traffic, order an Uber to arrive 10 minutes 
before the time you should leave, and suggest an 
umbrella due to a chance of rain;

Scheduled party: order catering ahead of time after 
suggesting the menu based on your preferences, 
set the right lighting, put on a smooth party playlist, 
and inform security desk of the expected guests, 
screening each arrival and providing them with 
access codes sent to their phones;

Daily routine: Alert about pending bills and pack-
ages waiting to be picked up at the concierge. 
Notify about a scheduled gym class at 7, while con-
firming the issuance of a security access code for 
your usual badminton buddy.

In addition to security and privacy, the deploy-
ment of Wisp will take into consideration factors 
such as power outages, failure of speech recogni-
tion (such as you catching a cold or suffering from a 
sore throat), connectivity issues (via fog computing 
& self-healing networks), appliance malfunctions 
and alternatives to core services. The entire plat-
form will be redundant and resilient with multiple 
layers of failsafes which will be addressed during 
the development stages.
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Neovate is focused on growing Wisp throughout the Asian market, while using its 
properties as backbone infrastructure for platform springboarding and computing 
center housing. With the public sale of the remaining units in Neopod One and 
having the property management arm to manage them on behalf of investors, Neo-
vate will reinvest the capital into developing additional similar buildings– Neopod 
Two, Elysia, and other projects planned for Jakarta, Ho Chi Minh City, Manila, Hong 
Kong, and Singapore, each housing neural network computing centers that meet 
the high-end functionality and high-speed connectivity for Wisp in the entirety of 
South East Asia as a start.

While establishing a user base with their own building projects, Neovate will 
licence Wisp to other property developers, for native built-in incorporation in 
their property projects and to see Wisp’s true potential realized.

Neovate will also build and deploy a range of packages through regional distributor 
networks that will retrofit properties for individual  owners.  These  hardware  sys-
tems will vary from customized hardwired installations for full functionality, to light 
plug-and-play sets that provide a wide range of Wisp’s features in every room with-
out invasive renovation or rewiring. In this option, the package will come with 
microphone, speaker, camera, and gesture detection sensors built into a set of 
portable devices that use the main Smart TV and/or tablets and mobile devices as 
a visual focus.

The deployment of Wisp is focused on this region initially as it is mostly ignored by 
the major Silicon Valley companies at this time, while still holding a vast percentage 
of English speaking users. More than 600 million residents live in the region, with 
3 countries (namely Singapore, Malaysia, and The Philippines), ranking high 
amongst the top 15 non-native speaking countries in English proficiency. Hong 
Kong, Vietnam, and South Korea ranked moderately.

Wisp Natural Language Understanding takes into consideration the local accents 
and linguistic phrasing habits of the region’s residents, enabling it to have the high-
est levels of accurate interpretation of intent. Neovate plans to then expand Wisp 
capability with Chinese, Japanese and other languages. This expansion aims at 
reaching the lower English proficiency populations of the much larger regions in 
Asia such as China, Taiwan, Japan, Arab Gulf countries etc.

Malaysia | Kuala Lumpur

Philippines | ManilaVietnam | Ho Chi Minh City

Singapore

Hong Kong

Indonesia | Jakarta

South Korea | Seoul Japan | TokyoChina | Beijing
Shanghai

page 15
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Third Party Service providers such as Uber, FoodPanda, Tesco and other food and 
flower delivery services, grocery hypermarkets, bike messengers and car sharing 
apps are already grossing hundreds of millions of dollars annually in South East 
Asia. The fundamental business model involves profit sharing with platforms and 
promotional partners. The projected average expenditure is analyzed to be around 
60% sourced from such service providers, and a majority of those partners will be 
profit sharing with Wisp 10-15% of their income from users of the platform.

Users will be able to settle their property related bills such as power, water, proper-
ty maintenance, and telecom bills. The payments will be settled through the pay-
ment gateway of the system and a percentage of that is earned by the company. 
Our surveys and initial usage models project that 50% of users would spend money 
through the platform, and these are projected to have average expenditure of 
US$250 on the platform per month, generating 0.5-2% in payment gateway fees 
to Wisp.

Wisp AI platform will come with built-in abilities and capabilities, but for true 
breadth of application, third party developers have to be involved in order to bring 
their creativity, expertise and resources to the users of Wisp. Some of these abili-
ties will be premium features which some users will be happy to pay subscription 
fees for. These will not only provide a revenue stream for Wisp, but also income to 
hundreds and maybe thousands of AI ability developers and programmers.

In summary, Wisp has a guaranteed user base with steady growth and multiple rev-
enue streams, creating a stable financial base to grow, expand its reach and devel-
op future projects.

potential payment gateway partners & online vendors

Wisp Revenue Streams
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At the outset, due to the agreement with the largest 
private fiber optic broadband provider, Wisp will start 
with access to 250,000 users and will be offered with a 
developed ecosystem of appliances for the home, 
combined with access to a variety of local services. Wisp 
will expand in the open market in two ways:

1. Partner Property Developers across the region
will be offered the Wisp license with full fiber-optic 
and connectivity specs, in order to roll out a fairly 
similar Wisp experience to the fully integrated 
Neopod One, and offer it to new home and office 
buyers around the region.

2. Distributor and supplier networks will be offering
retrofit and portable packages to customers with 
existing homes and offices. High end packages will 
offer close to the full experience of automation, 
while light plug-and-play packages with their mini-
mal invasiveness will ensure widespread adoption 
through their low cost advantage and simple 
deployment.

This allows the Wisp user base to grow rapidly. Those other property developers, 
package suppliers, and individual property owners do not pay licensing fees for the 
platform thus eliminating barriers to adoption. With that in mind, it is projected 
that Wisp will sign up 200,000 users within months of launch.

Through a concerted marketing exercise and with a growing ecosystem of dealers, 
smart appliance vendors, channel partners, as well as strategic alignment with real 
estate owners, developer associations, & property managers, we expect to have 
Wisp in more than 10,000,000 homes by 2025.

With the aim of market dominance, Wisp will be further trained to recognise more 
localised accents and languages as well as through developing channels and 3rd 
party service integrations in target countries. Complemented by the development 
of further Neovate properties in highly populated city centers, Wisp computing 
centers will be progressively rolled out across the region (Neopod Two, Elysia, and 
other projects planned for Jakarta, and Ho Chi Minh City, Manilla, Hong Kong, and 
Singapore). Ultimately, the Wisp platform will comprise a regional mesh network of 
highly redundant, scalable and resilient computing centers across Asia. This 
increases Wisp’s availability and reach across the region, and the open market 
platform of Wisp will scale up to a projected 10-15 million households by 2025.

By working on and developing additional regional languages (Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Hindi, and Arabic), Wisp will deploy throughout all of Asia, Middle East, 
and Europe.

Go To Market Strategy
page 17
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‘Traditional’ smart home players are handicapped due to their proprietary inter-
faces, devices, protocols and ecosystem lock-in, and are part of the frustration the 
market has had, and the problem to which Wisp is specifically answering.

Neovate has the built-in market and strong partner base across the region, giving 
our team the opportunity to command the leading position in the field quickly 
and confidently. Combined with the targeted Asian region - which has special 
requirements and market opportunities, and is not being served sufficiently by 
other virtual personal assistants - the competition is largely indirect. These factors 
give the project a unique selling proposition and differential focus to create a 
largely uncontested market eager for the product.

The barriers to the market of sophisticated AI 
assistants are high, which limit competition. 
The cost is too high for most smaller firms to 
enter “naked”, and larger companies like Google, 
Amazon and Apple are focused on North Ameri-
can and European markets. Amazon Echo and 
Google Home devices are not officially sold in 
South East Asia, and units available are mostly 
grey imports that do not have access to the skills 
and apps available in Western countries.

google
amazon
apple

monopolized

They also seem to be aiming at depth and speci-
ficity, rather than breadth. Amazon’s Alexa is the 
ultimate shopping companion. Google Home 
and Apple’s Siri make internet searches and 
calendar reminders extremely easy, but none 
addressed tight AI integration with property 
and the broader living environment. The range 
of interfaces is also limited, with most virtual 
assistants available on mobile phones or 
through table-top “smart speakers” that are only 
using voice commands. Wisp has a much wider 
spectrum of interface and sensory input, from 
conversational voice to gesture control to pres-
ence tracking to facial and voice recognition to 
optional environmental sensors of heat, light, 
and humidity.

wisp

Competition
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Underserved target demographic.

Large regional market potential that is tech-savvy and interested in the 
home of tomorrow.

A business with a strong ability to achieve exponential growth thanks to a 
built-in starting user base and strong regional partnership strategy.

No current direct competition, no comparable products on the horizon. A 
high barrier to entry, keeping competition out.

A much needed, currently 
unfulfilled service in a steadi-

ly growing market.

A strong team of highly 
experienced and driven 
experts in their respec-

tive fields.

A uniquely designed product 
that is based on actual user 

feedback and already 
achieved traction.

An open licensed platform 
with a broad spectrum of 

applications, in addition to a 
huge developer participation 

potential, rather than a 
singular use case.

wisp

Wisp Advantages
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Revenue Streams Breakdown

Payment Gateway: All delivery orders and bills 
settled will go through Wisp payment gateway. 
Fees are extracted per transaction from mer-
chants accepting payments. Users are not 
affected.

Profit Sharing with service providers: Compa-
nies that will be providing services on the plat-
form from grocery sales, food delivery, 
Uber/ride-sharing apps, etc. will be sharing part 
of their income from Wisp users with the plat-
form. Again users are not affected as the overall 
rates are kept the same.

Premium features: AI developers will provide 
advanced capabilities on the platform that some 
may subscribe to for monthly fees. Income is 
shared between developer and platform.

1.

2.

3.

Wisp User Adoption

Wisp business model is based on being licensed for 
free, to encourage adoption amongst both property 
developers, system manufacturers, and home own-
ers/residents. Certification of client hardware specs 
will be provided to property developers as well as 
system dealers and sellers to equip homes. The AI 
computing heavy lifting will be carried out at Neo-
vate’s data centers, making the devices and sensors 
installed at client properties simple and affordable.

Subscriber growth figures is built on researched cus-
tomer acquisition marketing projections and user 
demand studies, and even assuming entry of capable 
competition, still establishes healthy subscriber 
figures that reaches around 11 million users in 2028, 
conservative considering it is under 2% of the house-
holds within Asia.

1.

2.

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
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Wisp User Revenue Justifications

Growth channels include property developer associations (proven increased 
sales for their properties, no cost to entry for subscriber), dealer distributor 
network development (retrofit installations), marketing push (PR, advertising 
and product placement), partner promotions, ISP offerings.

User feedback shows:

53.5% of user market survey respondents indicated they 
want a system that they can communicate with using 
more than just Voice, as in voice/gesture/and touch 
panel like we are designing ours.

Over 43% indicated they “definitely” want to use the AI 
assistant to pay bills and spend on online services. 
Expenditure over US$250 per month, 40% of which is on 
partner service providers (grocery delivery, food orders, 
Uber, etc.)

Size of online food delivery ordering in Asia tops US$78 Billion, growing at 
9.7% annually. Grocery ordering online tops US$101 Billion, and is growing at 
8.7% annually. Smart Home market is at US$20 billion in Asia, and is exploding 
at a whopping 27% year on year growth. Household penetration is 6% right 
now and is expected to reach 18.3% in 2023.

43%

53.5%

27.8% were willing to accept an increase in the property 
price of 5% or more if they're buying. 24.7% were willing 
to pay 10% or more extra in rent to be in a property pow-
ered by this system.
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Wisp Revenue Projections*

Subscribers

Annual Revenue
(based on ARR)

Annual Costs
Of Operation

16,000 55,000 175,000 1,500,000 4,000,000 11,000,000

2,211,840 7,603,200 24,192,000 207,360,000 552,960,000 1,520,640,000

263,904 907,170 2,886,450 24,741,000 65,976,000 181,434,000

Simplified based on projected Unit economics LTV (Lifetime Value) and AMPU (Aver-
age Margin Per User). More structured revenue and profit projections based on addi-
tional operational factors incorporated have been produced and are available in a 
financial paper.

*
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Projected User Economics

Annual Recurring Revenue Per Subscriber (ARR) = US$138.24
based on Monthly Recurring Revenue Per Subscriber (MRR) of US$11.52

Projected Per Subscriber Lifetime Value (LTV): US$675.20
based on Customer Annual Churn Rate 20%, Customer Lifetime 72 months

Projected Per Subscriber Cost to Acquire a Customer (CAC): US$44.88
based on all marketing costs

Projected Per Subscriber CAPEX = US$22.47
Projected Per Subscriber Lifetime Platform Upkeep Costs = US$15.12
based on Per Subscriber Monthly System running costs of US$0.21, Customer Lifetime 72 months
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Roadmap

initial system architectural design, identification 
of component technologies, 

2018 - 2019 1

2 Q2 2019

developing AI framework and Testing

3Q3 2019

fund raising initiation

4 Q2 2020

Build and develop AI platform 

• Scheduled integration of prototype
with completed show units and development of 
modules and features
• Voice Interaction
• Master Controller
• Stimulated Information Retrieval and Integrated
Services
• Voice Control Hardware
• Pre-prepared Complex Interaction
• Mobile Controller
• Gesture Controller
• R&D with live test result
• Branding
• Personality 
• Visual Branding
• Voice Synthesis
• Wisp Figure
• Content and Copywriting

5Begin foundation for deployment and partnership 
campaign

• Design and development of Wisp packages
(retrofit and portable options)

• Ecosystem and engagement campaign
• Demonstrations with property deve opers

around
• First developer hackathons and competitions to

add premium abilities
•Partnerships sought with hardware distributors

and suppliers

2021

Marketing and publicity campaign push
• Events intensity
• ABL campaign
• PR activities

2022

 Wisp system fully integrated within SEA and service 
provision to Middle East and Europe commences

• Rollout of market ready version of Wisp with
partners and for similar developments

• Ongoing - continuous updating of platform
 services & partners

2023

6

7
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Sam Helmy – Founder & CEO
Sam is the Founder and CEO of Neovate. He is an Entrepre-
neur and Property Industry Veteran, with a track Record in 
Dubai, UK, and South East Asia. Sam has worked at compa-
nies such as 3Com, ADNIC, Publicis, and MSL Group, and his 
background includes successfully founding and leading more 
than 3 separate business ventures over the past 12 years, 
including Emirates FX, a financial brokerage & property 
investment consultancy firm that was raised to the No. 2 spot 
in UAE before being successfully sold off to investors. He is 
also a Mensa International Member with B.A. in Finance, 
Level 4 Certificate in Advanced Property Development from 
the UK.

Dan Manzig – UI/UX Design
Project Software Management With 12+ years of solid indus-
try experience directly in AI and voice recognition, Dan used 
his extensive experience in product strategy, user research, 
user experience, user interface, wireframing and interaction 
design to create and manage large projects for Google, Dell, 
Uber and National Geographic.

John Coates – AI Tech Lead
He is a Self-Taught A.I. expert, a prodigy who’s been licensing 
his own software since the age of 17. Winner of 1st place as 
“Top Coder” Swift competition, he is classified amongst the 
top 3% developers in the World in machine learning and iOS 
development. John worked on Siri (Apple), and Alexa (Ama-
zon), and headed projects for Rapid Healthcare, EmojiOne, 
Useek and others
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Richard Forsythe – IoT Tech Lead
Richard holds a Masters degree in Mathematics and 
Computa-tion from Oxford University, and an MBA from 
Edinburgh Business School. Richard comes with a wealth of 
experience in Agile Development, IoT design, and system 
development. Richard designed the technical architecture 
for Wisp applica-tion, evaluated a variety of voice 
interaction platforms for strategic incorporation into 
proposed the solution, and works with the designer to 
create the complex, cross-platform UX/UI framework.
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Disclaimer

The information herein does not contain an offer, invitation or recommendation to 
subscribe or otherwise purchase the Share and should be read in conjunction with 
the Private Placement Memorandum made available or will be made available to 
prospective purchasers and is subject to the Disclaimer set out therein.

Wisp Technologies plc and all of its subsidiaries does not guarantee the correct-
ness or completeness of the information herein and reserves the unfettered right 
to amend/modify/vary any of the information as and when necessary without any 
prior notification. Prospective investors are advised to consult their own advisors 
or gather further related information on the matter.
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next stage
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Wisp
more human, more you

Neovate Systems Sdn Bhd, 30-15, Q-Sentral, 2A Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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